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S u b m i s s i o n  G u i d e l i n e s :  

We will consider any well-written article, prose, poetry, review or opinion 

piece for publication. Up to 1000 words for a Feature Article, 500 words 

for reviews and opinions and 100 to 200 words for news pieces. 

Please apply the ‘golden rule’ in all polite public discussion or intercourse. 

Please include: full name, address to ensure residency and a phone num-

ber, (these will not be published with your letter). Editorials will be edited 

for size and grammar, but our editors will be careful to maintain the au-

thor’s intent and style. If we feel that this cannot be done without jeopard-

izing the quality, argument or voice of the  writer then we will contact or 

send back for them to review, edit and resubmit.  

All submitted copy must be UNFORMATTED and in Word (.doc) or 

Rich Text Format (.rtf). Do not bold font, set up columns, set tabs etc.. 

Photos must be UNFORMATTED. Send pictures as individual files, and 

if necessary include notes for style considerations for collages or collec-

tions.  Please do not imbed pictures in documents. 

Team and collective submissions  i.e. Eco-Village Team, Nipissing YOU 

team, will be credited in the Contributors section as a team, and not as 

individuals. 

All copyright of art and copy sent to the Campus Free Press and published 

will remain with the artist or author. The Campus Free Press does reserve 

the right to reproduce all submitted material in print, electronic or other 

forms.  

Regretfully we are unable to respond to ‘snail mail’ at this time. Email us, 

we want to hear from you. 

The opinions expressed are those of the individual authors and do not 

necessarily reflect those of The Campus Free Press staff, contributors or its 

advertisers. If you have a thought, email editor@campusfreepress.com and 

we can discuss! 

Are you interested in advertising in  

The Campus Free Press?   

Please forward all requests to  

the Editor-in-Chief at  

editor@campusfreepress.com 

W W W . C A M P U S F R E E P R E S S . C O M  
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This month’s cover was shot by Lindsay McGuinty;  
We also feature illustrations by Sarah Crepeau. 
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A  L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  M A Y O R ’ S  O F F I C E  

For those of you who are attending Nipissing University and Ca-

nadore College for the first time – welcome to North Bay.  For those 

of you who are returning – welcome back!  It’s great to have all of 

you here. 

 

This newspaper is a great opportunity for us at City Hall to share 

some of what’s happening around town with you.  Thanks to our 

friends at the Campus Free Press for encouraging this to happen. 

 

First off, I want you to know that you can contact me at the 

Mayor’s Office any time.  My Blackberry e-mail is 

mayor@cityofnorthbay.ca and I’m the only person with access to 

this e-mail.  I encourage you to write to me with any thoughts or 

questions you may have. 

 

I spend a lot of time communicating with the public in a variety of 

ways.  Social networking is a valuable tool to conduct an open and 

transparent government, and you can connect in a number of ways. 

 

Blogging is an opportunity for you to learn what your Mayor has 

been up to, and I do an electronic Mayor’s Blog every Monday 

morning.  Drop me a note at my e-mail above, and I’ll add you to 

the list of 5,470 people who receive this weekly Blog. 

 

Facebook is a chance for me to pose questions to members of the 

public, and look for inspired answers.  For instance, I am on a mis-

sion to convince U.S. Mayors not to adopt a ‘Buy U.S.A.’ policy 

with their stimulus money.  I looked for input from my Facebook 

Friends who really helped me craft my letter.  If you’d like to be a 

part of that network, sign up 

at facebook.com and become 

a Friend of mine. 

 

Finally, if you want daily 

news from me, go to http://

twitter.com/VictorFedeli and 

sign up for my Tweets!  Here 

you will learn of interesting 

and timely events happening 

in the city. 

 

For those of you who live 

here, I know you’ve seen a 

real resurgence in the city in 

the last 6 years.  For those 

who are attending Canadore or Nipissing from out of town, you’ve 

come at a great time in our history.  Our population is increasing, 

companies are moving here, buildings are going up everywhere, 

and there’s a housing boom.  If that sounds like opportunity knock-

ing, then maybe you’ll decide to stick around the city when you’re 

done. 

 

As Mayor, I certainly welcome you to join us permanently! 

 

Mayor Vic Fedeli 
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In North Bay, Kidney disease was at the forefront Saturday 

morning, September 19, as over 30 participants raised just under 

$5,800 in the Kidney Foundation of Canada’s 3rd annual Give the 

Gift of Life walk held at Lee Park. 

 

Local Kidney Foundation coordinator Andrew Hopkins is 

thrilled with the numbers. 

 

“I am ecstatic,” Hopkins said. “Going into this year’s walk, my 

goal was to double our walkers from last year, and to raise $5,000 

for the foundation, and with the totals that we had here today, 

we not only doubled our walkers from last year, we tripled it, 

and we not only reached our $5,000 goal but surpassed it.” 

 

Hopkins is also pleased to see that more and more people are 

getting involved with this cause in North Bay. 
Participants of the 3rd annual Give the Gift of Life Walk  

Photos courtesy of the North Bay Kidney Foundation 

Alice-Ann Hopkins (walker and Volunteer), Mayor 
Vic Fedeli, Andrew Hopkins (walk coordinator), 
and M.P. Anthony Rota. 

“It was great to see so many new people come out to the walk this year,” Hopkins 

said. “Especially the families that came out…getting their kids involved in partici-

pating in this cause that effects everyone no matter the age.” 

 

The Kidney Foundation of Canada’s Give the Gift of Life Walk is a non-

competitive, pledge-based walk focused on raising awareness about kidney health 

and organ donation. 

 

The walk presents an occasion for dialysis patients, organ transplant recipients, 

donor families, living donors, the medical and business communities, and the gen-

eral public to celebrate advances in kidney health and organ donation. The walk is 

an extraordinary grass-roots, locally based event uniting 24 communities all across 

Ontario. 

 

Funds raised from the walks allow the Foundation to support stimulating innova-

tive research; provide education and support; promote access to high quality 

healthcare, and increase public awareness about kidney health and organ donation. 

Together we can make a real difference in the lives of kidney patients and those at 

risk of developing kidney disease. 

 

Special thanks to all the walkers, volunteers, Mayor Vic Fedeli, M.P. Anthony Rota, 

M.P.P Monique Smith, and all the sponsors for supporting this event and making it 

a huge success. 

Kidney walk a major success—again! 
 
By North Bay Kidney Foundation 
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By Andrew Hopkins 

 

The sport of Ringette has been honored by Canada Post in the 

form of a postage stamp. 

Canada Post released the Ringette stamp, on August 8th as part 

of their Canadian Invention stamp series celebrating Canadian 

Sporting Inventions. On 

August 10th the West Ferris 

Ringette Association was 

presented with a framed 

first release print of the 

stamp by Canada Post.  

“This is a great honour to 

receive this stamp recogniz-

ing Ringette, the sport that 

my dad invented in 1963,” 

said Bruce Jacks, Sam Jacks 

son. “One thing that a lot of 

people don’t know is that 

my dad was an avid stamp 

collector, so how fitting is 

this to have something that recognizes the sport around the world 

and it was something he loved dearly.” 

It was in 1963 that Sam Jacks, a City of North Bay Parks and 

Recreation Director, created the sport of Ringette because he felt 

that there was a need to have a winter ice sport for girls. Since that 

time the sport has grown and is now played worldwide. Ringette 

is 100% Canadian and is a North Bay invention in the sporting 

world. 

“Back in 1963 when Sam Jacks…combined the speed of hockey 

with the strategy of basketball to create Ringette, he probably did-

n’t realize how popular the sport would one day become,” Ken-

neth Tregenza, Superintendent of Mail Operations for Canada 

Post in North Bay said. “Today there are more then 50 000 girls 

and women belonging to Ringette teams around the world and it 

seems only fitting that the stamp we are unveiling here today 

commemorates this sport.”  

Tregenza explains that with their Canadian Invention stamp 

program they attempt to capture what’s created in Canada, what 

it means to be Canadian and to showcase that to the world, “and 

the stamp we are unveiling today does just that: it celebrates a 

remarkable sport that is fundamentally Canadian and speaks to 

who we are as people.” 

Erica Priolo, 12, and Julianne Sevigny, 10, believe that the new 

stamp is a good way to promote the sport. 

“I find it’s a good sign advertising Ringette so more people will 

join it,” Erica said. 

“People can send stamps telling other people, their families and 

friends about it,” Julianne added. 

WFRA president Clark Priolo believes that the stamp will bring 

more recognition to this outstanding sport. “Ringette is a viable 

and exciting sport and this really brings it to the forefront. A lot of 

times we feel it gets lost in the shuffle with other major sports.” 

Canada Post has printed 2.5 million 54-cent stamps, which will 

be available for purchase in books of eight. The other three stamps 

set to be released in this series will celebrate other great Canadian 

sporting inventions: basketball, 5-pin bowling, and lacrosse. 

   Signed, sealed, delivered: Ringuette goes postal 
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The very stamp in question 
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Biidaaban (Ojibway for 'break of dawn') Community Service-

Learning (BCSL) office matches faculty and students with com-

munity partners for experiential learning opportunities that en-

courage students to learn from the community while providing 

meaningful service within the North Bay area. 

 

Biidaaban’s mission is to enhance literacy and numeracy in 

youth, and specifically Aboriginal youth, located in Northern 

Ontario, and to foster community  service by connecting Nipiss-

ing students with community organizations. The Biidaaban Com-

munity Service-Learning office is committed to offering students 

unique learning opportunities, building relationships with the 

local community and providing chances for those living in On-

tario communities to access Nipissing University. 

 

This program began 4 years ago and has, to date:  worked with 

68 local non-profit organizations such as CAS, Family Enrich-

ment, Catholic and Public school boards, Nipissing First Nation, 

The Gathering Place, Nipissing Transition House, and Amelia 

Rising; placed 668 student into the community; been tied to 

courses in English, Business, Biology, Sociology, Education, Psy-

chology, Social Welfare, Gender Equality and Social Justice. 

Placements take place outside of class hours and are in addition 

to regular classes, with most placements running between 20-40 

hours, depending on the choice of the professor. 

 

In order to prepare students for community work the BCSL 

office has mandatory training sessions. All students must attend 

an orientation and group interview session so that interests and 

experiences can be taken into account when developing place-

ments. The program focus is on literacy and numeracy for Abo-

riginal youth and because of that focus all students are required 

to attend a Cultural Sensitivity session geared around Aboriginal 

culture. 

 

Christine Stefanizzi, Biidaaban Community Service-Learning Offi-

cer can be reached at (705) 474-3450 ext. 4441 or via email: 

christis@nipissingu.ca for faculty assistance to incorporate CSL in 

your curriculum or for student placement opportunities. 

Break of Dawn; A Practical Way to Put Your Education to Use 
 

By Dian Papineau-Magill 
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GARY THE GOOSE 
A n  I n t e r v i e w  

b y  B r e t t  G r e e n e  
 

BMG: Thanks for taking a few minutes to talk to 

the Free Press. I really appreciate it. 

 

GOOSE: Squawk! Squawk! 

 

BMG: I’m sorry, is that… Goose-ese? 

 

GOOSE: No, just clearing my throat. I’m good to 

go. 

 

BMG: Great, great. So—you’ve been on campus 

here in North Bay. Tell me a bit about that… 

what’s it been like to see the campus grow? 

 

GOOSE: It’s been fairly illuminating. My fam-

ily—they formed the original “V” that the Geese-

kind are known for—settled in this area back in 

the 1960s when the charter was being written. 

Geese of all sorts, you know, supported breaking 

ground even back then. 

 

BMG: So there was a kind of real undertaking by 
the geese to settle here and help the pedagogical 

culture grow, then? 

 

GOOSE: Yeah. Even though some the woodland 

creatures were against construction, and I’m not 

saying it was bears and wildcats, but I’m not say-

ing it wasn’t … even they worried about losing 
their homes to endless build projects, all of us felt 

like, when humans arrived, we’d have a food 

supply that would keep us healthy. 

 

BMG: Has that rung true? 

 

GOOSE: Oh sure, though we know mostly 

scrounge off of bread crumbs and leftover fries. 

Sometimes I wonder if Aramark is trying to kill 

us with grease-overload. Ever try the poutine? 

Man! 

 

BMG: Maybe it’s foul play. Get it—‘fowl’ play? 

 

GOOSE: Look, do you want to do the interview 

or not? 

 

BMG: Right, my apologies. What’s been the role 

of geese at the Education Center campus? We 

always see you squawking and biting Frosh, but 

there’s been little evidence of advocacy cam-

paigns from your end.  

 

GOOSE: Not true. Many people won’t know this, 

but the original designs for the Learning Library 

came from us. Yeah, these webbed feet do more 

than just paddle, my friend. We’re architectural 

gods. 

 

BMG: Really. I had no idea. 

 

GOOSE: People mainly thing we just fly in V’s 

and winter in Florida. Well, aside from the early 

bird specials, I can tell you this: Florida isn’t 

North Bay. We have no real preference for it, you 

know, outside of survival. 

 

BMG: Right. 

 

GOOSE: Plus, had we laid our cards right, Al 

Gore would be president right now. 

 

BMG: Again, I had no idea that geese followed 

politics. 

 

GOOSE: We have to, really; if anybody things 

this Green Energy Act is about more than just 
fiscal stability and profit-turning, they’re as good 

as pillows. 

 

BMG: Still upset about that, eh? 

 

GOOSE: Wouldn’t you be peeved if your uncle 

was made into a roast and quartered for rich white 

snobs to rest their fat heads on? 

 

BMG: Of course. Nobody likes being fleeced. 

What else have you been apart of? 

 

GOOSE: Well, our brothers and sisters have al-

ways been able to rank highly among the Boards 

of Directors. In small ways, we like to think 

we’ve made a difference. 

 

BMG: Oh? 

 

GOOSE: Well, we successfully lobbied catering 

to switch from goose and duck to salmon. Let 

those gill-faced lily livers try being chum for 

awhile, I say. 

 

BMG: I sense a bit of a rift in the kingdom; we 

tend to think of animals as living harmoniously 

together and— 

 

GOOSE: I’ll let you in a secret, son: fish have 

done nothing for nobody. Frankly, any animal 

that swims up stream to have sex is a bit muddied 

in the head. They don’t even have the common 

decency to have legs or appendages like the rest 

of us.  

 

BMG: Wow. Just—wow. Don’t you think that the 

idea of swimming up current to spawn is at least 

romantic in a pastoral sense? 

 

GOOSE: I think making love on the front lawn of 

the parliament buildings is romantic. Actually 

that’s how I was conceived back in ’84.  

 

BMG: The year of three Canadian prime minis-

ters: Turner, Trudeau and Mulroney. 

 

GOOSE: The beginning of the end, really. But 

two years after striking independence and we 

gained some footing which helped establish us as 

the nation’s favourite animals… after beavers. For 

ducksakes, they don’t even have ‘Canada’ in their 

name! 

 

BMG: It’s complicated. What can you tell us 

about the future—where do you see this campus 

going in a year or three? 

 

GOOSE: Well, we’ve been giving a thought to 

permanent nesting. 

 

BMG: Nesting? 

 

GOOSE: Sure, sure… visiting, eating scraps, 

posing for pictures at NSO all has its glamour and 

perks – I got to bite Stephen Lewis’ ankles a few 

times and a seagull buddy of mine, Benny and 

distracted Craig Kielburger so we could steal 

some money – but it’s all growing a bit old. We 

need to settle down, you know. I’m no spring 

chicken. So we’ve been looking forward to taking 

over the roof of the Learning Library once it’s 

built. 

 

BMG: Sounds ideal, but won’t there be safety 

issues if a few dozen geese alight on the roof? I 

imagine there would be ventilation problems. 

What happens if you get sucked into a pipe or 

lightning strikes. 

 

GOOSE: Well, we all gotta go sometime. Better 

than ‘death by PhD’ or waiting in the tenure track 

line, am I right? Eh? Eh? 

 

BMG: Funny bird. 

 

GOOSE: You have to have a sense of humour in 

this business. We learned a long time ago to take 

our role here with a grain of salt. 

 

BMG: And why’s that? 

 

GOOSE: We’re all getting older. Did you know 

we live on a man made pond? I swear to Goose, 

it’s like living in Logan’s Run here. Can’t even 

take a good photo out there! What’s true for the 
country is true for the campus: we have two sea-

sons—winter, and construction. 

 

BMG: Thanks for the chat. It was enlightening. 

 

GOOSE: Wish I could say the same. 

 

At this point, the Goose started biting at arms in a 

vain attempt to pick me apart for meat. I guess he 

thought I was dead. 
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By Brett Greene 

 

I've always thought it was as equally noble to be a janitor as it 

was to dream about being the Prime Minister. 

 

For so many people, the jobs they have aren't fulfilling and take 

them away from what matters most—family, friends, excitement, 

curiosity, passion, hope. And it often doesn’t matter that the work 

is compensated by pay, or by fringe benefits, either; it’s a soulless 

profession when a job is despised and work, largely done by rote. 

 

Yet building a career isn’t without its pitfalls and it does take 

setbacks to assure a steady course. I know this because over the 

past ten or eleven years, I’ve done my time in greasy spoons, sold 

First Aid, done provincial research projects and set about building 

brand capital. In the end, I’m not sure any one job led me to where 

I am today—but they had one good thing in common; they were a 

start. They helped me realize what wasn’t my passion—a task as 

difficult as finding a true career trajectory. 

 

I realized early on that I’m not a high pressure personal sales-

man; no, I’m far too lenient in my soft selling to ever goad an un-

suspecting mother into buying her family a wardrobe they need 

(or would not) ever wear. And despite my love of cooking, with 

all its inherent failure and clean-up, I don’t consider myself a line 

cook, a chef or even capable of making perfect sushi rolls. Yet, 

because I’ve tried to extend my reach, I think I’m better suited to 

know my capabilities and to appreciate how important every sin-

gle job in the world really is … as long as it’s done well. 

 

Good people, invested in their work, who try to make their exis-

tence and the lives around them better, are all that’s necessary for 

a good job to make a difference. Consider that, without those per-

sonal investments, jobs we consider 

lowly and demeaning though whole-

heartedly necessary, like coffee hopper 

or floor sweeper, would vanish without 

the hint of demarcation or importance. 

Consider that, if a cashier in his or her 

jubilance or aide has ever made better a 

demanding day, then the job fulfilled 

goes far beyond duty and into the realm 

of superpowers. They made your life 

better instantaneously. What’s more, 

their job began and ended with a sense 

of satisfaction, clear duties, a measured 

wage and an influx of change. Can you 

say that about the jobs you’ve had? 

 

It’s not as though a researcher’s life 

shouldn’t be coveted, or that goals of 

championship are inherently evil. A part 

of us seems to be preternaturally dis-

posed to desires of being a doctor,  

 

 

 

or a lawyer, or certainly any number of professions geared to help 

people. Yet, despite our good intentions, we seem to choose bad 

professions and make even worse life choices because of the lim-

ited view of helping people. 

 

The truth is, a massage therapist making tomato sandwiches 

and sculpturing miniature versions of Michelangelo’s David has 

as much chance of bettering her environment as any surgeon, pol-

icy maker or trial lawyer. And while the financial rewards might 

not be as sumptuous, the pay off comes in small but sweet doses: 

long holidays and starry nights dotting a calendar as chocolate 

cordials line a gift box. 

 

Of course, this argument assumes that life has its own controlla-

ble trajectory, which may not be true… and probably isn’t. Just as 

the weather is wont to change without a moment’s notice, I don’t 

agree that ‘job security’ is soluble. Even if it was, it’s probably a 

bad idea to begin with—I’m determined that half of all unhappi-

ness comes from lack of challenge. In my experience, when a job 

gets phoned in, somebody’s bound to get restless, shiftless and 

seedy. 

 

My advice is to consider two things: jobs are relative, but never 

finite. Ask somebody who’s worked in a non-profit organization 

to explain how flexible job titles are, and just how comforting 

money can be. Ask the same person if they’d trade their job for 

one that had better pay, but more restrictions. The answer just 

might surprise you. 

 

It’s All Relative: Career Trajectories 
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   By Chris Curry 

 

Dear Internet, 

 

I’ve been thinking about you a lot lately.  It’s kind of hard not to.  

You’ve just become such a big part of my life.  I felt I should write, 

to let you know how I feel. 

I remember the first time we met.  I was 11 years old or so and 

you made some pretty terrible sounds.  Every time I wanted to be 

near you, I had to endure an ear-piercing, high-pitched scream as 

I tried in vain to connect.  Now, you’re everywhere I look.  I have 

you on my phone, everywhere in my house, at the local coffee 

shop, at school, on the bus, at the cottage.  

It appears as though we’ve taken our relationship to the next 

level.   And I don’t have any regrets. 

I remember waiting for upwards of ten minutes for a picture of 

a naked woman to load on the screen.  Now, I’m all but desensi-

tized to it.  I remember the horrible sound that ICQ used to make 

and how terribly user-unfriendly that program was.  But, there 

was nothing else and it was ground-breaking at the time. 

I remember when MSN came onto the scene and unlimited Hot-

mail storage became the norm.  I remember when Rotten.com was 

actually one of the most horrifying things online.  Now it seems 

like child’s play.  You’ve come a long way, dear Internet.  You 

took a very strange path, but certainly, have come a long way. 

You’ve given me an endless and ever-expanding supply of 

mostly useless information that I probably couldn’t live without 

anymore.  You’ve allowed me to talk to people in Germany, or 

China, then allowed me to realize that I have nothing to say to 

people I don’t know. 

You’ve allowed me to peer into the personal lives of those clos-

est to me on Facebook and share my music with the world and 

connect with other bands on MySpace.   

I don’t know what else you could possibly have in store, dear 

Internet, but I’m glad you brought me along for the ride.  

I’ll be watching you; as you continue watching me.  

   Dear Internet (A Love Note) 

By Brett Greene 

Just by looking at my fingers, you’d never guess I was a rookie 

to horticulture, or an aspiring guitarist wannabe. Even though I 

have calluses and do my best to impress friends with lingo 

(“Open D tuning—that’s a great tuning—maybe the best”) I’m 

really only good at a handful of things, cooking and writing 

among them. I might get a pass at decorative ego bolstering, but I 

doubt that’s really a sport. 

Despite not having a great many life 

skills, I’m prompted to try new things 

for my own sake, often out of curiosity 

and sometimes out of spite. As far as I 

know, one can make a perfectly good 

avocado omelet while also balancing a 

spoon on his nose, even though it 

should impress no one. And though no 

one asked, I could assemble a crack list 

of great cartoon episodes, sorted by 

theme, colour, texture, weight and com-

edy styling. It’s a living. 

I’m almost convinced that this new-

fangled appreciation for stretching my limits is because of my age. 

At 25 years, I can now look back and consider that I have neither 

cured cancer nor brokered peace in the Middle East; I am not 

now, nor have I ever been, Prime Minster of Canada or manager 

of a delicatessen. It’s not that I’m not distressed about the way my 

life has turned out this far—indeed, I consider myself lucky and 

happy to hold my station—but I wonder how my life might have 

differed had I chosen other paths. 

  When I was much younger (we’re talking the turn of the decade 

here, 1990) I wanted to be both a magician and baker simultane-

ously. How I ever planned to pull a rabbit out of a hat and make  

 

him carrot cake at the same time I’ll never know, but isn’t it fun to 

guess? We can ignore for the moment the likelihood that any res-

taurant having bunnies run amok and half-sawed women strewn 

about might present a code violation—it’s my past, remember. 

The audacity of the dream is that it juggled two seemingly dispa-

rate skill sets into one manageable job; on one hand, I could be 

inventive and mysterious and on the other, have 

muffins anytime I so desired. Those were heady 

days. 

These days, finding a path of career happiness isn’t 

so easy. Look at the thousands of teachers whose 

degrees only serve to make our diners and restau-

rants more sympathetic than UNICEF children on 

Halloween. Not to say that a career in the food in-

dustry is, in any way, a lesser life. In fact, I’m wary 

of winding up in a tall grey building of Orwellian 

proportions, typing up dead peasant insurance 

policies and wishing only for sweet, merciful death. 

So, instead of holding out for no hope at all, I’ve 

begun to stretch myself to see what I can do. 

Results? My fingers hurt from playing the guitar and I can’t 

figure out simple chord progressions worth a damn but it hasn’t 

stopped me from playing. My potted tomatoes are staying firmly 

green out of spite but I’m hoping that if I sing gently enough to 

them, I’ll see growth. In the evenings, between reading historical 

fiction and recreating Gettysburg with toothpicks, I list my new-

found skills on an ever-growing list, hoping that one day, I will be 

a CEO or rock star. 

If I work hard enough, diligently enough, I might just make it, 

because after all, the Olympics are just a state of mind and space is 

just the final frontier, accessible only to the young and foolish. 

Twenty-five is the new fifty 

The new fifty? 



 

Welcome all new and returning 

students to the campuses of Ca-

nadore College and Nipissing Uni-

versity!   

 

A great deal has happened since 

last year on our main and satellite 

campuses. Much like the rest of the 

city, the campuses are all a-buzz 

with construction and activity; the 

new Nipissing Research wing is 

almost complete; in July, ground 

was broken to begin the new Edu-

cation Centre Library; Nipissing’s 

Muskoka campus is going to build 

a residence, and Canadore College’s Parry Sound campus is also 

seeing expansion.  

 

The Campus Free Press also saw a great deal of growth last year 

and over the summer months. 

 

We went from three editors to 11 by the end of last year, secured 

several curriculum ties to programs and disciplines on the campus, 

changed the face, look and feel of the paper to more of a magazine 

style, increased the number of student writers, and are now entering 

our third year of publication.  

 

Oh, and did I mention that we now have office space on campus? 

Canadore has graciously allotted some space for the paper and pro-

vided a great many amenities that are required to run an office. 

Come and see us at Room C110, right next door to the Education 

Technology Services office or give us a call at 474 7600 Ext: 5150.   

 

Thank you Canadore! 

 

As I mentioned, this is the first issue of our third year in publica-

tion. Hard to believe that just two years ago we were perhaps more 

of an idea than an ideal but,  we persevered to publish 12 issues, 

with a consistent press-run of 500 copies and two on-line editions. 

As the Editor-In-Chief I am extremely proud of what we have been 

able to accomplish with very limited resources. Most might not 

know this but, The Campus Free Press does not receive any monies 

from student tuition, unions or administrations. 

 

All expenses are paid for by students actively selling advertising 

space in each monthly issue, or through generous donations by be-

nevolent members and interested individuals. I have to say,  if it was 

not for the stellar content, the combined student skills and the belief 

of family and friends we would have never published our first few 

issues. To all of those who were involved and believed, Thank YOU! 

 

So, what has The Campus Free Press been doing over the sum-

mer?  

(Take a deep breath here)… over the summer we have had the 

time to work on our constitution, re-vamp our rate guide and graph-

ics manual, discussed many layout and design/editorial changes, 

secured some alternate distributions outlets, investigated printing/

circulation options and expenses, reviewed last year’s readership 

surveys of student input, approached students about positions and 

involvement, researched how to improve our web/campus presence, 

made stronger connections with our union The Canadian University 

Press (www.cup.ca),  started a radio show on North Bay Radio 

(104.9 on your FM dial! or www.northbayradio.ca), are about to 

launch a blog outlet for student writers (watch our website for fur-

ther details), attracted new advertisers, … to mention a few things 

that come to mind right now.     

 

Despite my exhaustive recruiting last year I was unable to find a 

student candidate for the EIC position. So here I am, back at the 

helm again for my last year. This year will also be the last for a few 

Editors and key staff members as they move on to begin their ca-

reers. We are looking for Canadore and Nipissing students who 

want to be mentees this year. We are looking for students who are 

interested in taking on the roles and assuming the responsibilities of 

running an independent, free student publication for both student 

bodies. This is an excellent opportunity for individual students to 

put theory into practical application in a real-world environment, 

thereby building their resumes before leaving these academic halls. 

 

  In the past two years we have proven that The Campus 

Free Press is a needed, wanted and important part of our unique 

campus culture. The paper offers students a forum through which 

they can express themselves, share thoughts, feelings and creativity 

as well as practice academic skills. But more than all of this, I person-

ally believe that as students we have created something organic that 

is inclusive, real and immediate to students. Now, I might be a bit 

biased but, we have never been without student interest, commit-

ment and submissions for every issue   

 

So, where does The Campus Free Press go from here?  

 

The Campus Free Press belongs to you, the students of Canadore 

College and Nipissing University, and it’s up to you what is to be-

come of the paper. We have attempted to set-up a solid foundation 

so that students will have an unfettered voice, a written history and 

a place to showcase talents/skills without censure, or political/

administrative ties. We have done the best that we can do to ensure 

that The Campus Free Press remains an autonomous, student owned 

and run, free publication for years to come. There is still much to do 

and we invite you to contact us and get involved. 

Come and see us, drop us a line or talk with one of our many stu-

dent members and contributors. The Campus Free Press needs stu-

dent input, abilities and interest.  We hope that you enjoy this issue 

and we look forward to hearing from you in the very near future. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Peter Magill EIC   |    editor@campusfreepress.com 
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  By Kyle Fowle 

Our generation was meant to be the one to advance society.  We 

were told we could abolish racism, blur class distinctions, and 

create a world full of equals no matter what colour or gender.  We 

were supposed to curb global warming and we were supposed to 

fight hunger in poverty stricken countries.  This is what we were 

supposed to do post-Y2K.  Almost ten years later we have accom-

plished almost nothing, and in some cases have even taken many 

steps backwards.  So what was our generation doing while hun-

ger went unnoticed and our economy went into a seemingly end-

less tailspin?  We invested our time in porn, that's what we did.  

We downloaded it, watched it, jerked off to it, denied we watched 

it, and made our own.  The past ten years have seen the porn in-

dustry skyrocket to new and previously unforeseen popularity.  

With the popularity of porn rising and access to it becoming eas-

ier and more efficient, questions about our society’s moral stand-

ing are bound to be raised.  Is porn just a natural way of connect-

ing with our baser instincts, or does it create a culture of lustful, 

dirty-minded people?  Should porn be even more accessible than 

it already is, or should restrictions be put in place to protect a 

possibly dated view of sexual activity and fantasy?  These are all 

questions that face our generation and that are too often over-

looked when discussing the topic of porn. 

When openly discussing porn with your friends or roommates, 

you will often find their are two very divided opinions on the 

prevalence of porn in our society.  You will usually find that the 

people against pornography will argue that it is “distasteful, un-

realistic, and highly misogynistic.”  On the other hand, the people 

for pornography will argue that it is “natural, liberating, and ap-

peals to our real desires, not those imposed upon us by society.”   

Their is definitely a case to be made that if porn is so prevalent in 

our society, then obviously we truly want it to be there (think of it 

as supply and demand).  That argument though is filled with 

holes and easily diffused.  War and poverty are prevalent in many 

countries, but do we as a society want them to be?  Of course not.  

Also, the general argument is not whether the porn industry is 

growing (the answer is obvious), it is about the social ramifica-

tions of such rapid growth.  Hitler was one popular mother 

fucker, but that didn't make him a benefit to our society. (This is 

where the history majors all pipe up about Hitler's economic pol-

icy and how he lead Germany out of depression and into great 

economic growth.  I think the bad outweighs the good though.) 

One of the biggest issues with the prevalence of porn in our 

society is the loss of “romantic love” or intimacy.  This acts as a 

general umbrella issue, encompassing many of the cons of a 

highly pornographic society.  As Kevin Drew states in his song 

“Love vs. Porn”, “like all kids today, they just can't picture sex 

clean.”  Drew's song stands as a very insightful look at the current 

state of love in our society.  Countless kids get introduced to porn 

in their early teen years or sometimes even before that.  Usually it 

is that sketchy kid at the back of the class who has found his dad's  
 

 

Penthouse collection and invites all his friends over to awk-

wardly gaze at the magazines and attempt to make some sort of 

sense of all the pictures they are looking at.  This early introduc-

tion to pornography can create both positive and negative out-

comes.  The positive being that these teens are now able to talk 

more freely about sex and therefore can become more comfortable 

with their sexuality, improving their future relationships.  The 

negative's though are much more prevalent, especially in the stu-

dent's world.  Who amongst us hasn't been involved in a more 

than awkward conversation with our friend who is far too eager 

to tell us about all their sexual escapades in explicit detail. And by 

explicit, I mean downright dirty “that was too much information” 

explicit.  Though our obsession with porn seems to make us a 

more sexually comfortable society that can discuss sex openly, 

societies general view of sex seems to be quite perverted. 

If you were to ask someone what their definition of sex would 

be, you would likely get a similar  answer out of most people.  

They would tell you it involves two people using their crotches to 

get immediate satisfaction from one another.  Though this defini-

tion would be true to a certain extent, sex actually involves so 

much more.  Sex encompasses the whole day, if you are lucky 

enough to have such a relationship.  Sex begins in the morning 

when you text someone saying you miss them.  Sex continues in 

the afternoon when you can't stop thinking about someone.  Sex 

happens over dinner when you are subtly eyeing the person you 

are having dinner with.  Sex continues to the physical act after 

dinner, but encompasses passion and intimacy.  These two feel-

ings, passion and intimacy, are sadly lost on our generation.  Sex 

involves everything afterwards too, where you lie in bed with 

someone you just shared an amazing experience with and laugh 

about the mistakes you made or how you could both really go for 

a Toblerone bar.  Sex encompasses all of that, and porn lacks all of 

it.  Blowing the pizza guy in order to get free delivery isn't really 

my idea of great sex (on a side note, why are these women always 

shocked when the delivery guy whips it out?  Don't these women 

who sleep with the delivery guys watch porn?  Maybe I'm just 

taking the idea of meta-porn too far). 

After all of this, I guess the remaining question is whether or not 

our generation is doomed to go down as the “pornographic” gen-

eration?  The outlook is bleak, but surely we can restore a whole-

some view of sex in our society.  I like to think that their are cou-

ples out there who truly understand what I am talking about.  I 

like to think that their are single people out there who are search-

ing for that truly passionate sexual relationship.  I like to think 

that eventually we as a society will concede that porn is in fact 

boring and unrealistic.  I like to think that eventually I will be able 

walk into The Wall without witnessing  a conglomeration of stu-

dents dry-humping each other.  I like to think we can restore a 

certain amount of dignity to our generations view of sex, but it 

will only happen if we can begin to think critically about what we 

watch on our computer and TV screens.  So next time you are 

thinking about ordering a pizza, check your pockets first to make 

sure you have enough money to cover the meal and delivery 

costs. 

The Heart vs. The Hard On:  

Are We the ‘Porn Generation’? 



 

By Leah Misener 

 

Hi, my name’s Leah and I am a caged biker. The chair is getting 

uncomfortable, and my throttle hand itches, but I must clear up 

some misconceptions about bikers and their caged counterparts. 

 I am a biker, not to be confused with a cyclist. Bikers are the 

freaks in black leather who just love to make noise, while cyclists 

are the freaks in spandex and aerodynamic helmets who want noth-

ing more than to pedal furiously through the local neighbourhoods, 

slowing car drivers down. Incidentally, car drivers think both bikers 

and cyclists have an equally strong desire to be run over. 

Car drivers aren’t the only deterrents on the road; even stoplights 

have it in for us. The intersections on the bypass have sensors that 

change the light whenever a car is in the lane.  I said a car for a rea-

son, because whenever there is a lighter vehicle like a motorcycle 

stopped first in the lane, it will be years before the light will change.  

After this wet and cold summer, even the road conditions aren’t a 

biker’s friend. Rain suits replaced leather more often than not in the 

last three months. Washouts and construction in the city have 

brought back the biker’s worst nightmare: gravel and sand. Riding 

on particulates like these is the equivalent of trying to walk wearing  

ballet shoes in an ice storm.  

Speaking of black leather, I know the way we dress is intimidat-

ing. The point of wearing all this animal-unfriendly leather is not to 

look like we’re going to beat somebody up, but to prevent looking 

like road pizza if ever bad luck befalls  us. We may look tough, but 

asphalt is definitely tougher.  

Noise: we love noise, even if others may not. Despite the local 

bylaw-breaking din our bikes produce, there is nothing better to 

make sure other drivers see us.  As one bumper sticker states, loud 

pipes save lives. 

You may ask, if bikers have so much to complain about, why risk 

life, limb, and ego just to get a little wind in your face? For starters, 

there is no denying that we look cool, not to mention unlimited 

parking potential.  There are many good things about being a biker, 

yet nothing quite compares to the sense of community and accep-

tance shared among bikers, stopping to help with flat tires or dead 

batteries, even waving as they go past ( (Bikers never wave at scoot-

ers, though. Scooter owners should know from the get-go that they 

are the Tilley hat of the two-wheeled world- there is no hope they 

will ever be more than totally uncool). 

Nasty biker friends and beefs with North Bay city traffic officials 

aside, motorcycles are still a fun, exciting way to get around and see 

the world, no matter who you are. 
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By Brett Greene 

 

Actor, comedian and viral video tsar Ben Schwartz – he of Rejected-

Jokes.com fame – took time out of his busy schedule to answer 

some of our questions about funny videos, the future of cyberspace 

and how to break bad news with baby animals. 

 

Tell us about yourself, Ben, and what you’ve been up to. 

 

I'm a writer/actor/comedian from NYC who just recently moved 

over to Los Angeles.  I started by per-

forming at the UCB Theatre in NY and 

creating my own short films for the 

internet.  Recently, I've been concen-

trating on writing and acting more for 

TV and Film. 

 

Last year, we interviewed Jake Hur-

witz (of the CollegeHumor’s Jake and 

Amir act) and he said that what the 

audience digs and what a writer does 

often aren’t mutually exclusive. Do 

you think there’s always an audience 

for every type of humour? 

 

I am a big CollegeHumor fan and 

think Jake and Amir are hilarious.  I 

agree that when you put something 

out on the internet there are going to 

be people who think it's funny and 

others that disagree...and can't wait to 

leave a comment to tell you so. 

 

There are literally hundreds (if not 

thousands) of internet celebrities 

roaming cyberspace. Who makes the 

grade as Ben Schwartz’s top five com-

edy acts right now? 

 

That's tough.  I don't know about groups in particular but I watch a 

bunch of stuff from CollegeHumor, FunnyorDie.  I think David 

Wain's Wainy days is hilarious and I was a big fan of Clark and 

Michael when that was out. 

 

What’s the key to a viral video’s staying power (aside from in-

cluding kittens)? 

 

It's hard to pin point what makes a video viral or what gives it stay-

ing power.  I just try to write the stuff that I think is funny and cross 

my fingers that other people agree. 

 

Look into the future of the internet some fifty years: what do you 

think has happened to the online landscape? 

 

 

I think that websites will be treated more like networks. Where they 

have talent/writers/directors that make stuff for them. I think as 

time goes on, more and more actors/celebrities will make their way 

to the internet because it's a good place for them to take risks and 

try new things before someone puts 50 million dollars into it for a 

movie. 

 

You created RejectedJokes.com as a means to promote yourself – 

what can other eager and aspiring writers (or actors) do to get 

their work seen? 

 

Creating web content was really big for 

me.  It gave me the opportunity to easily 

show people around the world how I act/

write.  It also helped me get better. The 

more you create and perform, the more 

comfortable you get.  It's the same with 

improv and sketch.  For me, it was big to 

get on stage at UCB as much as I could.  

Make mistakes, learn from them, find 

your voice on stage. 

 

You’ve been nominated for an Emmy for 

writing material for the Oscars, which 

begs the question: which is more impor-

tant and which do you hope to win? 

 

Both seem surreal to me.  It still hasn't 

computed that I wrote for the Oscars then 

somehow got two Emmy nominations for 

it.  When I get to the Emmys, I feel like 

it's just going to be me and the other writ-

ers saying... ‘Why are we here?’ 

 

What are you promoting right now? 

 

I have a new book that just came out that 

I wrote with Amanda McCall called “Why is Daddy in a Dress: 

Asking Awkward Questions with Baby Animals,” which is a fol-

low-up to my first satirical postcard book “Grandma's Dead: Break-

ing Bad News with Baby Animals.”  So if you guys like kittens, 

terribly awkward situations and postcards, that book may be per-

fect for you. Outside of that, I just wrapped a feature called Peep 

World that has an unbelievable cast, Sarah Silverman, Rainn Wil-

son, Michael C Hall, Taraji P Henson, Judy Greer, it goes on for-

ever.  Hopefully that will be coming out in the next six months or 

so.  All other info is on my website at RejectedJokes.com! 

 

Editor’s Note:  Since our interview, Ben Schwartz, along with the Oscars 

writing staff, won an Emmy for their work on Hugh Jackman’s opening 

monologue. Congratulations Ben! 

 

Check out RejectedJokes.com, by the way!  — BMG   

 REJECT THIS!   8 Questions with comedian Ben Schwartz 
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Story and Photo by Ian S. Wassink 

 

North Bay received the first taste of what university level hockey is 

like Saturday night, and the crowd was impressed with what they 

saw.  The University of Ottawa Gee Gees made the trip to North 

Bay and was welcomed with a thundering cheer in Memorial Gar-

dens when the Nipissing University Lakers took to the ice for the 

puck drop at 7pm.  After regulation play, the game was tied at 2-2.  

Due to similar rules used in the OHL and NHL, the teams played 5 

minutes of 4 on 4 overtime action until the Gee Gees notched the 

extra point to win the game 3-2 with 3:42 left in OT.  In regular sea-

son play, both teams would receive one point for the tie and an ex-

tra point for the win in OT or a shoot out if the game was still tied 

after OT. 

 

First period action saw the Lakers’ defenceman Sean Ryan receive 

the first penalty for hooking barely a minute into the game.  Ottawa 

scored first with 5:38 left in the period after receiving a tripping 

penalty 3 minutes prior.  With two minutes left in the first period, 

Lakers’ defenceman John Quarrie, recruited from the Oshawa Gen-

erals, fanned on a shot in the attacking zone due to a broken stick 

that resulted in an Ottawa break.  An amazing save by Lakers’ goal-

tender Kyle Cantlon halted the play. 

 

 

The second period saw the Lakers increase their shots on goal mar-

gin as they matched the Gee Gees strong play.  It was merely 3 min-

utes into the period when Ryan Maunu scored the Lakers first goal 

just 13 seconds into a two player advantage power play.  Maunu, 

formerly of Lakehead and the Soo Thunder was happy that his goal 

restored motivation to the team and the crowd.  “It felt good to get 

one under the belt to get the guys going.”  After both teams 

changed goaltenders the score remained 1-1 at the end of the sec-

ond.  The Lakers continued to perform and outshoot the Gee Gees 

29-10. 

 

The third period featured penalties handed to both teams until the 

Gee Gees notched their second goal of the game at the 6:29 mark.  

The Lakers quickly responded and answered with a goal of their 

own by Andrew Marcoux who previously played with the Missis-

sauga Ice Dogs.  The lone Ottawa game winner went to Matthieu 

Methot, a veteran with the Gee Gees, who scored an unassisted goal 

in overtime.  However, the Nipissing Lakers out shot the Ottawa 

Gee Gees 47-14 despite downing the game 3-2.  If anything is cer-

tain, the Lakers have shown that they can compete at the OUA 

level. 

Nipissing Lakers Impress Crowd during Exhibition Game against University of Ottawa 

Obtaining an OUA hockey team at Nipissing has not come without controversy and political gymnastics.  Without an arena on 

campus, the potential Lakers team needed to find a home.  This home was quickly determined to be Memorial Gardens, the 

closely guarded abode of the North Bay Skyhawks. 

 

Like most things in life, money became an issue.  It quickly became believable that both the Skyhawks and Lakers could not sus-

tain themselves financially while concurrently occupying the same building.  It was thought that North Bay’s hockey appetite was 

quite satisfied with having just one high caliber team, Hockeyville or not.  So, after some presentations, phone calls, and City 

Council debates, it was determined that the Lakers would indeed be the sole occupants of Memorial Gardens.   

 

Soon after this announcement was made back in July 2008, the City quickly backtracked and agreed to permit both the Sky-

hawks and Lakers to occupy the Gardens with issues such as advertising and sponsorship dollars yet to be hammered out. 

So here we stand now.  Nipissing University now has a team that it can stand behind that will help build its profile.  It is up to 

students and citizens of North Bay to get on board as well and see where OUA hockey will take this northern city throughout the 

winter. 

       OUA hockey ruffles some feathers       By Ian S. Wassink 

 

SPORTS FAN? 

Follow Lakers and Panthers 

sports plus news on intramural 

and extramural activities online at 

c f pspor t s . b logspo t . com  



 

By Ian S. Wassink 

 

After more than a year of planning, convincing, and preparation, Nipissing University will finally see its first varsity Mens Hockey team 

compete against other universities in the province this fall.  The Lakers will face other teams in the Ontario University Athletics (OUA) 

league such as Ryerson, Toronto, and Queens.  However, the inaugural Lakers will not face the defending provincial champions, the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario, during their regularly scheduled season games. 

 

Head Coach Mike McParland, a seasoned European player, coach, and a native of North Bay who was recruited to lead the players, says 

the team will purposely not face Western in their first season.  “They won the championship last year and they’ve made themselves 

stronger again this year,” notes McParland.  The challenge for the Lakers team is to make a splash in the league with fewer Ontario 

Hockey League (OHL) players than other teams typically list on their roster.  For the team this year, they are banking on 10 OHL or Major 

Junior level players to skate for the Lakers while simultaneously enrolled in classes as students.  With a full roster of former OHL players 

on teams from large schools such as Western, building a core group of players in the first few years will be the goal of the beginning team. 

 

However, the chance for former Major Junior level players to skate for the Lakers and have plenty of ice time could be the factor that 

draws these players to North Bay from other regions.  With a large pool of highly talented and experienced players at large universities, 

only some of those players would likely see some ice time during a game.  Rosters are capped at 20 players, but many teams have more 

players than necessary in case of injury or lack of performance.  If a talented player at a large school or other large centre wanted in-

creased ice time than on previous teams, then Nipissing University hockey is probably for them.  The prospect of obtaining a university 

degree while playing a fast paced level of hockey would be two benefits a former OHL player might see.  These are the type of players 

that will make up the Lakers team this eyar. 

 

In order for the Lakers to be a success, the group of individuals behind the bench must have impressive credentials.  McParland, who will 

act as head coach, certainly brings with him both talent and experience as a player and coach to the Lakers bench.  After playing minor 

hockey and skating for the Tier II Junior North Bay Trappers, McParland moved two hours west and played for the Sudbury Wolves for a 

couple of years.  From there he played at the University of Guelph and won two Ontario championships and was named Guelph’s Athlete 

of the Year in 1978/79.  McParland then played and coached mainly in the Swiss Professional League.  To wrap up his more than 20 years 

of professional coaching experience, McParland coached Team Canada to victory in 2003 in the Loto Cup. 
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The hope is that McParland’s years of European experi-

ence will help guide a team between the crash and thrash 

level of Tier II Junior hockey and the overstructured style 

of play that characterizes OHL hockey.  McParland ap-

preciates the lack of overstructured play, where players 

and fans almost always know what to expect, as a way to 

make OUA level hockey enjoyable for players and fans.  

OUA hockey, “Gives the good players a little more room 

to do stuff,” explains McParland.  “There are mistakes 

because the structure isn’t quite at the Major Junior A 

level but the players are older, smarter, faster, and 

stronger.” 

 

So who will finally lace up their blades for the first regu-

lar season game on October 2nd?  Some stand out players 

could be Matt Lahey, a 5 year OHL veteran and first 

round draft choice for the Ottawa ‘67s.  John Quarry and 

Brodie Beard from the OHL will make a solid core of 

defencemen along with Josh McKinnon from the St. 

John’s Sea Dogs in the East Coast and Jason Gray of the 

University of Alberta.  Danny Watt of the Western 

Hockey League in Manitoba will contribute to the of-

fence and was a leading scorer with over 150 points in 60 

games with Manitoba.  These will be just some of the 

core players that McParland will build around as the 

team gets on its feet this season.   

 

Want to read more about sports? 

Visit our Sports Blog: cfpsports.blogspot.com 

 

You’ll find news about Lakers and Panthers sports, recreation and 

coming soon, a full photo shoot by Canadore alum Andrew Vaughan 
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By Chris Curry 

 

First of all, please allow me to introduce myself.  I am a second year 

Mental Health and Addictions student at Canadore College with a 

background in journalism.  Last year, I created this section in order 

to provide a voice for the voiceless; those who suffer from mental 

illness. 

 

In its inaugural year, this section has covered such issues as eating 

disorders, alcoholism and campus life, depression and anxiety as 

they relate to post-secondary education and also a first-hand narra-

tive of a battle with addictions from a fellow student. 

 

This year, I would like to increase awareness of this section and 

extend an offer to anyone who would like to help out.  You don’t 

need to be a professional writer.  You don’t need to be a journalism 

student, or an English major or a mental health or social worker 

student.  Every one of us has personally dealt with someone with a 

mental health or addiction related ailment, whether it be a boy-

friend or girlfriend, mother or father, or even ourselves.  Therefore, 

we all have a story to share that could in turn help someone else 

facing similar circumstances.   

 

Possible ideas for contributions could include: a personal struggle 

with a mental health or addiction issue; your views on the stigma 

surrounding mental health; how you think people view others who 

have a mental illness; or even what you would like to see changed 

about the way we treat mental illness in our society.  The sky is the 

limit.  And if you have an idea for an article but don’t quite know 

how to get started, simply email me and I will be glad to lend a 

hand as both an editor and sounding-board. 

 

This isn’t the only place that you can find mental health related 

news on campus.  For the first year ever, The Campus Free Press 

now runs its own radio show on 104.9 FM or 

(www.northbayradio.ca)  Myself and co-host Kyle Fowle discuss 

issues surrounding mental health and addictions, as well as music, 

student life, politics, and everything else that you will find in the 

print edition. 

 

So if you have an idea for a guest to appear on The Campus Free 

Press Radio Show, drop me a line.  And please feel free to check out 

our first show that is now available for download where I discuss 

the digital self that we portray on our Facebook profiles as well as 

some stigmas surrounding mental health and an interview with 

local musician Cody Allen.  

 

This section provides an excellent opportunity to dispel some of the 

mistruths that surround mental illness, and with your help, I hope 

to break some barriers this coming year.   

 

For inquiries or to submit an article idea, please contact me at 

c.curry@mycanadaore.ca  

Pleased to Meet You … Let Me Introduce Myself 

m e n t a l  h e a l t h  
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By Chris Curry 

 

 It’s an exciting time for anyone.  The first time away from mom and 

dad’s peering and intrusive growl, being able to clean your room when you 

feel like it instead of when you are told to and being able to hang out with 

your friends, all the time, because they live in your house. 

 

Of course, there is always an exception to the rule.  I in fact, know quite a 

few people who are still very close with their college or university roomies.   

But the numbers that absolutely abhor even the slightest mention of their 

former housemate’s names far out-number those lucky few. 

 

As someone who has moved around quite a bit, I have had more than my 

fair share of roommates in my life.  At last count, my number was some-

where around 25, spaced between North Bay, Ottawa and Sudbury.  I still 

talk to about three of them.  The other 22, I probably wouldn’t be seen with 

if they were the last people on earth and held the key to eternal life.  

 

But of course it wasn’t always like that.  Why would I move in with 

someone that I couldn’t stand?  At the time, we were the best of friends.  

But living with others is a lot more demanding than many newbie’s may 

realize.  

 

Reason #1: Neat freaks vs. slobs.  I’ve always considered myself some-

where in the middle of this classic roommate debate.  I’m not anal retentive 

about the cleaning habits of those around me, but I also can’t stand living 

in squalor.  If you consider yourself a neat freak, and want to be able to 

remain friends with your roommates, accept the fact that you will be doing 

the majority of the housework.  And if your roommate is a slob, accept the 

fact that they probably aren’t going to change.   

 

Reason #2: Sex.  With all the perks of a newfound sexual identity, there 

are bound to be downfalls as well.  If you are more ‘affluent’ in the love 

department than your housemates, expect a problem.  If your significant 

other is always spending the night, expect a problem.  And if your signifi-

cant other is a slob (see reason #1) expect a big problem.  

 

Reason #3: Parties.  Partying is just as much a part of post secondary life 

as Kraft Dinner with no milk or butter and Hamburger Helper, sans ham-

burger.  But if you and your roommates aren’t on the same page in this 

respect, it is bound to lift some hairs on the backs of necks.  Partying on 

Friday and Saturday nights is almost expected.  And if it is kept to this, 

then most household battles can be contained by agreeing to disagree.  But 

once the parties start overlapping into Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 

and you don’t live in the house that has wall-paper made out of beer cans, 

expect a problem.  Shockingly enough, some students actually like to study 

and do homework during the week.  But even the most prude book worms 

are usually able to let their hair down on the weekends.  It’s all about com-

promise and figuring out where you all stand on this issue.   

 

Living with friends can be a great learning experience.  It teaches you 

what you like about others, and more importantly, what you don’t like.  

This can offer you some wisdom into finding the perfect mate down the 

road, or just on making wiser choices next year.  Just don’t be naive about 

it.  There’s a good chance you will end up hating each other.  But just like 

any good relationship, communication is key.  Don’t let emotions pile up 

and explode one day, especially when you’ve both been drinking.  Discuss 

issues as rational adults as they arise, and most of these problems can be 

avoided.   And don’t leave your roommates notes; everyone hates passive-

aggression and a one-sided argument never ends well.  

Room-Hate-Ship 

By Charles Parent  

 

It was an extremely hot August afternoon at Lee Golf course when I 

was put to one of life’s true tests; I was in the final round of their 

largest tournament of the year and I was unable to find my ball.   

 

For a moment, all I could think about was lying so I would not suf-

fer the two-stroke penalty and would remain in the hunt to win the 

tournament.  I decided to do the right thing and ended up taking 

the two-stroke penalty.  I lost by six shots, but my honour was in-

tact. 

 

Golf has equipped me with many great tools such as concentration 

and respect.  I grew up in a home with alcoholics and addicts and 

thus, the golf course is where I learned how to become trustworthy, 

and respectful towards myself and others. 

 

My father introduced me to golf at a very young age but he would 

always cheat.  This made me embarrassed because everyone knew 

he cheated and no one ever trusted him to play in tournaments.  

This is truly sad as I was never able to compete in a tournament 

with him while growing up.  I’ve been estranged from him ever 

since. 

 

I have played in many tournaments since and have often wondered 

if we could have won a tournament together.  Regardless; the game 

of golf has given me the opportunity to grow as a person. 

 

This wonderful sport has not only allowed me to respect myself but 

it has also helped me to respect others and the rules of the game all 

the while enjoying the pure serenity of nature.  While growing up, 

on the course I was always told all the negative things about me by 

my father.  One day, my golf coach explained to me that my father 

suffered from an illness and that I was a great kid who was honest 

and respectful towards others.  His words will ring through my 

mind for the rest of my life. 

 

He showed me the importance of following the rules, of being on 

time, of being courteous to other golfers and of course, having fun. 

 

With all the difficulties that have come my way, I have been  able to 

look back on the simple life lessons taught to me by my former 

coach.  I have been blessed with a son of my own and we have been 

golfing together since he was three.  I have also been volunteering 

my time with the children at Lee Golf Club for the past ten years 

and have recently been asked to help run the junior program in 

Mattawa.  

 

People trust me today, on the course and in life.  Maybe someday, 

my son will learn the lessons of honesty and respect which will 

surely help him in life as much as they have for me. 

Golf – An Antidote for Life  
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By Kyle Fowle 

 

Think of some of the greatest albums created by Canadian musicians.  

There have been numerous fantastic albums created by Canadians over 

the years that cross over to many different genres.  The majority of the 

stand out albums though end up having a heart of the Canadian rural 

lifestyle.  Neil Young's Harvest touts a truly Canadian style and lyricism, 

evoking images of farmland and (cliche alert) a simpler lifestyle.  Blue 

Rodeo capitalized on that motif with their wonderful Five Days In July, 

and The Guess Who brought a little soul to the wheat-field.  The rural 

lifestyle is one so prevalent in Canadian music that even today, in a much 

more modernized and auto-tuned world, a band touting a rural sound 

and background can in fact garner both commercial interest and critical 

praise. 

  Originally from the small town of Wainfleet, Ontario, the Great Lake 

Swimmers released their first self-titled album in 2003.  The album was 

met with a fair amount of critical praise and served as a starting point for 

the band's subsequent albums.  Six years and four albums later, the Great 

Lake Swimmers find their newest album, Lost Channels, nominated for the 

Polaris Music Award. 

  What makes the Great Lake Swimmers a truly dynamic band is their 

ability to blend traditional folk tunes and progressions with modern 

sounds.  The outcome of their meticulous writing and recording process is 

a slew of albums that bask in a truly rural theme, both musically and lyri-

cally. 

  Staying consistent is one of the more difficult things in the music busi-

ness, but the Great Lake Swimmers have managed to consistently garner 

both critical praise and a dedicated fan following.  Many factors contrib-

ute to a bands staying power and the Great Lake Swimmers have man-

aged to keep their music fresh and intriguing while not abandoning their 

roots and original fan base.  By staying true to their rural sound, the Great 

Lake Swimmers have managed to create album after album of consistently 

haunting and beautiful music. 

   Over the summer lead singer and guitarist Tony Dekker took the time 

to answer a few questions the Campus Free Press had regarding the Po-

laris Prize, Lo-Fi music, and the joy of playing summer festivals. 

 

When writing songs, where does your inspiration come from?   

 

TD: I am most inspired by natural surroundings. I like to find a quiet place, 

either out in the woods or close to a body of water when I get into a writing cycle. 

 

Most of your music seems very personal, yet shrouded in imagery and meta-

phor.  Is this a way to distance yourself from the emotions, or is it a natural song-

writing style? 

 

TD: It feels natural to me. I view my songs as a way of seeing a particular thing, 

not necessarily as being confessional. The narrator of a particular song is not 

always the songwriter, if you know what I mean.  

 

How important is storytelling in your songs?  Is every song essentially a story or 

concept, or do some songs end up forming themselves into something you didn't 

originally conceive? 

 

TD: I think it's a bit of both. I've tried with Lost Channels to be as concise as 

possible with the songwriting, and to really use the medium of a three minute 

song to convey a big idea in a small amount of space, in simple terms. And each of 

the songs had a very specific starting point, or mission, in my mind when I began 

them. Sometimes I stuck to that, and sometimes I let the song take me elsewhere. 

 

How do you feel about the recent musical uprising of so-called "lo-fi" music (eg. 

Bon Iver, Iron and Wine, Heartless Bastards)?  Does it seem like you defined/

conquered that genre years ago with Great Lake Swimmers and Bodies and 

Minds? 

 

TD: I've never seen our music as lo-fi. In fact we've always taken great pains to 

record the natural sound of a place, and location recording has become an impor-

tant part of the project as a whole. Hopefully we are becoming better musicians as 

time progresses, as well. 

 

How does being Canadian factor into your music?  Is it fair to say that your 

lyrical style represents a very rural, Canadian lifestyle? 

 

TD: Being raised in Wainfleet, Ontario I think that those ideas and sentiments 

are deepest in my bones. I like to think there is something special and specifically 

Canadian about the music. But I also think that it is difficult to place songs and 

ideas within borders. The lyrics reflect a rural, Canadian lifestyle in that they 

were written by someone that experienced a deep sense of that rural Canadian 

lifestyle. I don't think they are reaching towards that. They just are. 

 

You've played quite a few festivals this summer.  Do you enjoy the festival shows 

more than regular venues?  Does playing at a festival change the dynamic of the 

set list or the band in general? 

 

TD: We like to include a few more traditional songs when playing at festivals, 

and I think that is a way to bridge the old and the new, especially in a collabora-

tive environment, which festivals often are. And I like that aspect of them. Also, 

it's nice to be in a city for a day or two, or more, rather than glossing over a place 

and not really getting a chance to know it when we are on a regular tour. I like 

the collaborative spirit that exists at summer festivals.  

 

How does it feel being nominated for the 2009 Polaris Music Prize?  You've had 

a great legion of fans for many years, but does the public support and recognition 

bring new feelings into the mix? 

 

TD: It's a huge honour to be nominated for the Polaris, but it's not the reason to 

make music. I'm happy that the songs exist and are able to get to the ears of peo-

ple that need them. At the same time, it's nice to be recognized for the many years 

of work that we've put into the music. 

 

Your most recent album, Lost Channels, seems much more calculated, meticulous 

and though out, as opposed to earlier releases which seem almost organic and 

spontaneous. Did you spend more time on this album, as far as recording and 

layering goes? Or does Lost Channels seem so well put together because you are 

an experienced band with a number of albums under your belt? 

 

TD: We approached Lost Channels in the same way we've approached our previ-

ous three albums, and that was to get the musicians into a unique, creative space 

and then see what kind of performances came out of it. If it seems more thought 

out, it's probably because of the chemistry that we've developed as a band playing 

together over the last several years. I should also note Andy Magoffin's increased 

contribution to the production of it. I think that his work with the band (since 

Bodies and Minds) definitely contributed to the chemistry and the overall sound.  

Great Lake Swimmers: From rural folk outfit to Canadian centrepiece 

m u s i c  i n  r e v i e w  
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Yim Yames – Tribute To...  8/10  

  When George Harrison passed away in 2001, the music world lost one of its greatest guitarists and songwrit-

ers. Not only was he a founding member of The Beatles, George Harrison also had an extensive solo career.  As 

is usually the case with the death of an influential musician, the public become increasingly interested in the 

musical catalogue they have left behind.  This posthumous interest also works its way into the musical commu-

nity.  This was the case with My Morning Jacket leader Jim James when George Harrison passed away.  In 2001 

James found himself deep inside Harrison's catalogue discovering the legend's unique progressions and spiri-

tual musings.  So when Harrison passed away in 2001, it seemed fitting that he would want to record a number 

of George Harrison tracks for a tribute album.  That idea has finally been seen through with James' 2009 EP 

(under the guise of Yim Yames) entitled Tribute To...  The EP is a collection of six Harrison songs essentially 

stripped down to just an acoustic guitar and James' soaring, twangy vocals. 

Harrison's songs are in good hands with James, and this is evident throughout the EP.  Songs such as “Behind That Locked Door” and “Sir 

Frankie Crisp (Let It Roll)” see James using his typical ebb and flow vocal melodies to bring out the lyrical and musical subtleties in Harrison's 

songs.  James then strips down Harrison classics such as “My Sweet Lord” and “All Things Must Pass” once again bringing his folk twang to the 

beautiful Harrison melodies. 

Though James doesn't do much other than strip down classic Harrison songs, it suits the medium of a six song EP.  James' EP goes to show that 

even after a musical legend has died, their soul lives on through their music and their influence on both musicians and the general public alike. 

After listening to Tribute To..., you are left with a heartfelt and moving eulogy from a modern folk deity to his legendary predecessor. 

Wild Beasts – Two Dancers    7/10  

Lo-Fi folk music seems to dominate the indie scene right now.  Bon Iver, Fleet Foxes, and The Low Anthem 

have made quiet, contemplative music the norm in the indie society.  So when you put on the Wild Beasts 

sophomore release Two Dancers, it comes at you like a breath of fresh indie air. 

Opener “The Fun Powder Plot” begins with evasive synth, building upwards until surrounded by african-

inspired drums, vintage falsetto and 80's era guitar riffs.  Though vaguely intriguing, Two Dancers doesn't 

begin to pick up steam until its third track “All The King's Men”.  Arguably the standout from the album, 

this track blends a Smith's like sound with a more modern indie sound.  The result is an unbelievably catchy 

and lyrically sound tune.  Unfortunately, Two Dancers seems to rise too early, laying a slower paced and in-

evitably dull B-Side on the listener's ear.  Luckily, closer “The Empty Nest” redeems the album, taking won-

derfully clean picked guitars and layering them over a beautiful vocal melody complete with backing harmo-

nies.  The album ends by chanting the undoubtedly Smith's inspired “suffering alone”.  Luckily, if you are suffering alone you can just toss on this 

intriguing and beautiful follow up from a band coming close to hitting their stride. 

Yo La Tengo – Popular Songs    
8.7/10   

There's something to be said for a band that can sustain a long career and keep their music both fresh and 

consistent.  This is exactly what Yo La Tengo has been doing for twenty plus years.  2006's I Am Not Afraid Of 

You And I Will Beat Your Ass was a high point for the band in the new millennium.  Their most recent release 

entitled Popular Songs follows suit with their 2006 release and even, dare I say, ups the ante. 

Opening track “Here To Fall” acts as a harbinger of what is to come.  Its psychedelic guitars and beautifully 

composed violin riffs create a six minute trip that easily stands up with the best songs in Yo La Tengo's cata-

logue.  What follows is an album filled with a whole mix of songs, from slower ballads to outright rockers, all 

incorporating the typical Yo La Tengo eeriness and evasiveness.  Yo La Tengo are definitely at their best when 

they are using all the tricks in their musical bag.  The way they weave seductive guitar riffs with gorgeous 

violin and well placed piano only serves to further the sound that Yo La Tengo creates with their vocal melodies. 

The only downfall of Popular Songs comes near the end when Yo La Tengo spring an 11 minute track and a 15 minute track on us back-to-back. 

Though closer “And The Glitter Is Gone” is truly engaging and falls in well with the rest of the album, predecessor “The Fireside” almost lulls the 

listener to sleep. 

Popular Songs is a truly wonderful album despite its lengthy running time.  The time you will invest listening to this album though is well worth 

it, for you get to witness one of the most consistent bands of our time creating something truly mesmerizing and innovative. 

Album Reviews: A posthumous tribute, an art-pop follow up, and some popular songs    
September 2009 

By Kyle Flowle 
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>>> Dead Man's Bones – Dead Man's Bones      October 6th  
 

When there was news that The Notebook heartthrob Ryan Gosling would be releasing an album with fellow actor Zach Shields, fans of 

good music everywhere groaned.  After releasing three songs over YouTube and other mediums though, opinions have changed.  Dead 

Man's Bones, judging by the three available songs, have created an album that is both dark, catchy, and surprisingly haunting.  Recorded 

with the Silverlake Conservatory Children's Choir, Gosling and Shields have recorded a concept album filled with frantic, melodic acous-

tic guitar mixed with haunting parlour house piano and gospel type vocals. Budget your money for this one, I have a feeling it will have 

us all walking the halls shouting “My bodie's a zombie for you!” 

 

>>> Monsters of Folk – Monsters of Folk        September 22nd 

 

Supergroups are all too common now a days in the world of rock and roll, so it was only 

a matter of time before the Folk world got into the mix.  Indie-Folk heavyweights M. 

Ward, Jim James (My Morning Jacket), Conor Oberst (Bright Eyes), and Mike Mogis join 

up to create the appropriately titled Monsters of Folk.  To date, three songs have been 

released, 2 of which brandish the folk stylings of all members, while the third tune enti-

tled “Dear God”, is a curious delve into hip-hop/R&B mixed with acoustic guitar.  It's 

too early to tell whether or not this supergroup will do justice to their original cata-

logues, but it is definitely an album to keep an eye out for. 

 

>>> Swell Season – Joy                                     September 29th 

 

You may not have heard of Swell Season, but you likely have heard of its members.  

Glen Hansard and Marketa Irglova were the stars of the hit indie musical Once.  The two 

won an Oscar for Best Original Song, and after the success of the movie, decided to stay 

banded together and create an album.  Swell Season's sound blends the emotional and 

heart-wrenching howls of Glen Hansard with the soulful, harmonizing voice of Marketa 

Irglova.  Swell Season performed for NPR's Bob Boilen as part of his Tiny Desk Concert 

Series, playing five tunes that will potentially be on the upcoming album. 

If those five songs are any indication of the rest of the album, the two indie darlings are 

picking up right where they left off, which is good news for all of us. 

 

>>> Bob Dylan – Christmas in the Heart         October 13th 

 

What do you do when you've released over 30 albums in your career, been dubbed the greatest songwriter of all time, and still tour exten-

sively despite your fans agreeing that you owe them nothing else?  In Bob Dylan's case, you release a Christmas album.  On October 13th, 

Dylan will be releasing an album filled with both original Dylan-penned christmas songs and traditional tunes such as “Winter Wonder-

land” and “Little Drummer Boy”.  This album will no doubt add a whole new twist to the idea of the  Christmas album.  Dylan's 

scratched and torn voice will undoubtedly add something new to the traditional christmas songs.  Good or bad, I don't know, but I'm 

excited as hell for this one. 

The Rest of 2009: Upcoming Album Releases 

By Kyle Fowle                   

Photos by Lindsay McGuinty 
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FLOGGING THE PLACE TO DEATH 

Los Angeles Celtic punk drops by The Wall 

Rejoice, ladies and gentlemen:  It’s just about jigging time in North Bay. 

 

On October 19th, Flogging Molly, the seven-piece Celtic punk outfit out of Los Angeles with a new record under its belt—2008’s Float—

hits the stage at The Wall. Recently, The Campus Free Press caught up with the amiable Bob Schmidt, who plays mandolin for the band. 

As he tells it, success was never assured for the musicians, and neither was their name. 

 

 “The band was born from a pub we played at—Molly Malone’s pub—that we used to play at every Monday night for two and a half 

year. We’d take a place that held maybe eighty people and squeeze about 120 in… and then destroy them for an hour or two.” Club 

owner Molly herself gave the band its moniker to fit those early raucous performances. “The band was originally called ‘The Dave King 

Band,’ but the owner, Molly Malone said we were flogging the place to death.” And so it was born. 

 

The troupe formed over 12 years ago in Los Angeles somewhat organically, Schmidt notes, through the influence of Dave King’s music. 

The work’s paid off—Float has debuted at #4 on the Billboard Hot 100 list, an accomplishment he says is an eager thumb at an industry 

who wasn’t always supportive or enthusiastic about having them aboard. 

 

But according to students at Canadore College and Nipissing University, part of the band’s first ever official tour across Canada  (“I can’t 

call it Coast to Coast because we aren’t going to Newfoundland—and the Newfies get made if you call it Coast to Coast and don’t go 

there”), the industry can be damned. They just want a good show.  Canadore College student Rebecca Morin attests to their live show 

saying, “It will be a great opportunity for fans to see them in such a small, intimate venue!” 

 

Wall manager Chad “Buddah” Cardinal echoes the sentiment, saying: Flogging Molly is the “perfect party” band...I think our campus has 

a pretty savvy musical taste, so I jumped at the chance to bring Flogging Molly because of their legendary shows at Warped tour. 

Schmidt says the show will be great, noting that music is the great equalizer: “We’re about connecting with fans and forgetting the bad 

stuff and remembering the good.”   

 

             By Brett Greene         Special thanks to Kenny Brewster 

FLOGGING MOLLY 
Wit h S pec ia l  Guest s  I nward Eye & Dea n Lyc ker  

L ive at  The  W al l   O ct  1 9, 200 9  8 p m  $18   Ad vance 
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By Chris Curry        Illustrations by Sarah Crepeau 

 

It was a usual Sunday afternoon.  I was sitting in front of my lap top in my finest pair of 3 day 

old manties, eating mustard on a bun when it came to me.  ‘Do I have what it takes to be a 

zombie?’  Let’s discuss. 

 

First of all, zombies are real.  Second of all, they scare the living crap out of me.  But the real 

reason I’m writing this is to get a hold of whether or not, if given the chance, I could step up 

to the plate and eat the flesh and blood of my closest friends and family and scream viciously 

and incoherently, no matter what I was doing at the time. 

 

There are a few things to consider.  If every horror movie I have ever seen is true, which they 

obviously are, zombies appear to not feel empathy.  They will eat your brain and rip off your 

limbs, without even buying you lunch or asking your name.  That is not only rude, but just 

downright mean.  As someone who at least pretends to have empathy for his fellow man I’m 

not sure I could get past this crucial part in the division between living human and zombie. 

 

However, zombies don’t think like the rest of us.  There must be some sort of internal switch 

that goes off in the brain during the transition from normie to zombie.   We don’t quite know 

(yet) how a zombie’s mind works, because they are terrible interview subjects and never sit 

still long enough for proper psycho analysis.  They just always end up screaming and eating 

people, which doesn’t lend much in the terms of research and the researchers notebooks are 

usually destroyed in the process. 

 

But from what I can tell, once you become a zombie, you lose your ability to feel other’s pain.  

What could be better?  You can now be the ultimate dick that you only dreamed of in your 

pre-zombie world.  Sounds like it could be fun.  You can track down all the jocks that tied you 

to the flagpole in high school and pay them a visit at the local service station, where they work 

the graveyard shift pumping gas.  And then, eat them, of course.  But wait until they’re done 

their shift.  There is no worse way to die than being eaten by a zombie after working an over-

night shift pumping gas when you thought you were going to be in the NFL. 

Do I Have What it Takes to be a Zombie?  

Second of all, modern  media has proven that people love shooting zombies in the face, 

lighting them on fire, dousing them with gasoline, blowing them up and other horrible, 

horrible things that you wouldn’t do to a living person, or non-bie, as I like to call them.   

Quite frankly, that would be a horrible inconvenience.   

 

For some reason, people think that just because you are a zombie and can’t feel feelings, 

that they have full reign to just blow the living shit out of you.  I would find this to be 

bothersome, tiresome but more importantly, just plain annoying.  Imagine trying to buy 

milk at the corner store, and the clerk just pulling out a semi-auto and launching twenty 

rounds into your eye.   

 

Although I haven’t googled Zombie porn yet, (but will after I’m done writing this) I have 

seen no evidence that zombies engage in sex.  I’m not sure if it’s because they don’t want 

to, or if the opportunity just never comes up.  Either way, that’s kind of a bummer.  

 

So, you have the benefit of not being able to feel  feelings, are able to eat people while 

constantly screaming and you don’t have to keep a steady job but, on the other hand,  

people keep trying to shoot you in the face and not have sex with you. 

 

It’s a toss-up for sure.  I’ll sleep on it and get back to you.   

 

But for now, Google Video awaits.  
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Coffee-house Blues 

By Brian Talmey 

Time to kill 

No money left 

Can’t help but wonder 

Where you are.  

A week ago, I saw you last 

It feels like decades now.  

I suppose that’s how it works. 

It takes a moment to meet someone 

An eternity to let go. 

It would’ve been better 

If you’d broken my heart 

Then I wouldn’t 

Be sitting here 

Wondering.  

Thinking, missing, longing 

Like an ant looking at an apple  

The impossible dream 

Maybe one day 

As I sit in this coffee shop 

You’ll walk through the door 

And back into my arms. 

I know it won’t happen 

But it’s nice to dream 

Worker Bees  

By Brian Talmey 

 

The traveling idiots move down the hall.  

Though they have no place to go 

It is of the utmost importance to get there 

Before everyone else.  

Rush, rush, rush 

Find a spot in the sun. 

Before it sinks behind the trees 

And you’re forced under a rock 

To your meaningless existence 

Now That I am Clean 

by Rebecca Wilks 

Drugs took my life and turned it into hell 
Now that I am clean, everything is well 
 
Life isn’t always easy, isn’t always a walk in the park 
Though now that I am clean, there is a light shining in the dark 
 
Drugs took my life and made me unable to smile 
But now that I am clean, the good and bad times are worthwhile. 
 
Life can be hard with its many ups and downs 
But now that I am clean, I smile instead of frown 
 
Drugs robbed me of love, faith, life and hope 
But now that I’m clean, I am able to cope 
 
Now with hope and faith 
And a life that is brand new 
There’s no tough time in this world that I won’t be able to pull 
through 
 
All the love that I feel as it flows from my heart 
Reminds me how graceful I am for my brand new start 
 
With God’s power to change my life and to live drug free 
I am a grateful recovering addict who is happy to be clean 
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Three wishes 

By Kevin Salzman 

 

A kiss sweet as honey from a bee, 

A touch as soft as a summer breeze 

Going nowhere fast 

Hoping that our love will last 

It is as though I never understood how perfect we could be 

You raise me up 

And make my soul go free 

I once was lost, but now I’m found 

And your kiss is like the softest sound 

You gave me wings when I’m too afraid to fly 

You hold my hand 

Then you teach me how to be a better man 

I don’t know what to do 

With your love, I can always count on you 

When the world gave up on me 

Your smile is what made me fall on you 

It is though we shall never understand 

How my love for you is teaching me to be 

The man that I want to be 

I only ask one thing from the miracle that is you 

Three wishes to be true 

The first wish will be; 

To let me pick you the deepest rose 

Because only my heart will be the truest thing it ever knows 

The second wish will be; 

You may ask me if I put you on such a pedestal how will 

I reach you? 

My heart will grow wings and fly 

So my heart will be able to meet you 

The third and final wish will be; 

If you ask me to kiss you softly and sweetly 

I will say I am unable 

Because if I do I will faint 

If you give me such a kiss 

My world will be complete 

For true heaven I will finally not be able to miss you. 

Truth is ugly 

Truth is a lie 

Truth is guilty 

Truth is beaten 

Truth is in the making 

  

Truth is a slave 

Truth is free 

Truth is dirt 

Truth is salt 

Truth is an open wound 

  

Truth is a bully 

Truth is fear 

Truth is shame 

Truth is hiding 

Truth is just around the corner 

  

Truth is stolen 

Truth is found 

Truth is bought 

Truth is sold 

Truth is only for the moment 

 

Truth is planted 

Truth is ripe 

Truth is bitter 

Truth is sweet 

Truth is rotting on the vine 

 

Truth is pride 

Truth is fixed 

Truth is diving 

Truth is swinging 

Truth is hanging on the ropes 

 

Truth is hope 

Truth is broken 

Truth is sacrifice 

Truth is due 

Truth is not always true 

 

The only truth I’ve found is love 

I was thinking on Keats’s quote, ‘truth is beauty’ 

Truth 

By Peter Magill 



 

 


